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QUESTION 1

Which is a valid Apex assignment? 

A. Integer x = 5.0; 

B. Float x = 5.0; 

C. Integer x = 5*1.0; 

D. Double x = 5; 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

The Review__c object has a lookup relationship up to the Job_Application__c object. The Job_Application__c object
has a master-detail relationship up the Position__c object. The relationship field names are based on the auto-populated
defaults. 

What is the recommended way to display field data from the related Review__c records on a Visualforce page for a
single Position__c record? 

A. Utilize the Standard Controller for position__c and a Controller Extension to query for Review__c data. 

B. Utilize the Standard Controller for Position__c and cross-object Formula fields on the job_Application__c object to
display Review__c data. 

C. Utilize the Standard Controller for Position__c and cross-object Formula fields on the Review__c object to display
Review__c data. 

D. Utilize the Standard Controller for position__c and expression syntax in the page to display related Review__c data
through the job_Application__c object 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Before putting an app into production, which step should be taken? 

A. Run the production check feature via the web interface 

B. Switch to a production database 

C. Insure that you have installed a performance introspection add-on 

D. Scale your dynos 

Correct Answer: A 

 



QUESTION 4

A developer needs to create a custom visualforce button for the opportunity object page layout that will cause a web
service to be called and redirect the user to a new page when clicked. Which three attributes need to be defined in the
tag of the visualforce page to enable this functionality? 

A. Standardcontroller 

B. Extensions 

C. Action 

D. Controller 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 5

A team of developers is working on a source-driven project that allows them to work independently, with many different
org configurations. Which type of Salesforce orgs should they use for their development? 

A. Developer sandboxes 

B. Scratch orgs 

C. Full Copy sandboxes 

D. Developer orgs 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Which statement would a developer use when creating test data for products and pricebooks? 

A. Id pricebookId = Test.getStandardPricebookId(); 

B. Pricebook pb = new Pricebook(); 

C. IsTest(SeeAllData = false); 

D. List objList = Test.loadData(Account.sObjectType, \\'myResource\\'); 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

When creating unit tests in Apex, which statement is accurate?Choose 2 

A. Unit tests with multiple methods result in all methods failing every time one method fails. 



B. Increased test coverage requires large test classes with many lines of code in one method. 

C. Triggers do not require any unit tests in order to deploy them from sandbox to production. 

D. System Assert statements that do not Increase code coverage contribute important feedback in unit tests 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 8

When using SalesforceDX, what does a developer need to enable to create and manage scratch orgs? 

A. Production 

B. Dev Hub 

C. Environment Hub 

D. Sandbox 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Which type of code represents the model in the MVC architecture on the force.com platform? 

A. A controller extension method that saves a list of account records 

B. A list of account records returned from a controller extension method 

C. Custom javascript that processes a list of accountrecords 

D. A controller extension method that uses soql to query for a list of account records 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

To which primitive data type is a text area (rich) field automatically assigned? 

A. Text 

B. Blob 

C. Object 

D. String 

Correct Answer: D 

 



QUESTION 11

A developer wants to handle the click event for a lightning:button component. The on click attribute for the component
references a JavaScript function in which resource in the component bundle? 

A. Helper.js 

B. Handler.js 

C. Controller.js 

D. Renderer.js 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

A developer needs to create a custom Visualforce button for the Opportunity object page layout that will cause a web
service to be called and redirect the user to a new page when clicked. Which three attributes need to be defined in the
tag of the Visualforce page to enable this functionality? Choose three answers. 

A. StandardController 

B. Extensions 

C. Action 

D. Controller 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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